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In troduction 
Since the advent of the modern sugar indust ry, crystallization 

has always been given major consideration. In recent years many 
investigators have studied the subject with reference to sugar boil
ing. The objectives have been many and varied such as: pan 
design, steam economy, sugar quality, pan yield , ,vorkability of 
low grade products and overall sugar recovery. In 1960, a sugar 
boiling program was started at the Utah-Idaho Sugar Company. 
The objectivt: was to improve the quality and yield of low raw 
sugar with the final objective of affinating this sugar. The end 
result desired was to increase sugar end capacity without maj or 
expenditures for additional equipment. The plan was to standard
ize on improved graining and boiling procedures that would give 
higher purity sugar with large r and more even crys tals. This 
better sugar should purge more reaClily and thus give the needed 
increase in pl ant capacity. The Moses Lake, 'Wash ington, fac tory 
was chosen for the initial experimental work on this problem . 

Description of Equipment 
The Moses Lake factory is equipped with two II-foot diameter 

calandria pans of 1,200 cubic feet ca pacity (Figure 1) used to 
boil the low raw sugar. These pans are cross-connected with an 
8-inch line and valve for splittinQ,' pans. Both are equipped with 
mechanical circulators driven from the bottom. The controls 
(See Figure 2) include an absolute pressure controller, a density 
controller, a BPR (boiling point rise) recorder, and a leyel re
corder. Attached to the pan is a microscope so that the inside 
contents of the pan can be magnified and viewed during tl-> e 
'whole boiling period. The microscope has a light source inside 
the pan that shines through the juice and crystals, giving an 
excellent illuminated field. 

The massecuite is dropped into a surge tank 'where the RDS 
is adjusted to the crystallizer RDS before it is pumped into the 
continuous crys tallizers. This requires that the pan RDS be 
determined in the laboratory and th e am ount of water to be added 
to the surge tank calculated from the RDS of the pan as dropped. 
After the proper amount of water has been added and mixed 
with the massecuite, the massecuite is pumped to the continuous 

1 Chemica l Engineer, Utah,Idaho Suga r Companv , Salt Lake Citv, Utah. ann Factory 
Superintendent, Utah -Idaho Sugar Company, Moses l.ake, WaShington , respecti vely. 
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Figure I.-Diagram showing equipment used in low raw sugar 

crystalliza tion. 

crystallizers. These are the conventional jacketed-type crystallizers 
equipped with internal cooling connected together so that the 
massecuite flows in parallel through two sets of eight single 
cqistallizers connected in series. Both the jacket and cooling arms 
are used to cool the massecuite. The arms turn at I" RPM and 
the cooling water is about 20° C. From the bottom of the last or 
eighth crystallizer on each side, the massecuite drops into two 
separate mixers- one for each set of crystallizers. Ten 42 
inch X 24 inch Roberts centrifugals, five under each mixer, 
operating at 1,600 RPM, handle all the low raw massecuite. 

Procedure 
From the start of the sugar boiling program it was evident 

that in order to make each arid every pan produce good low raw 
sugar, the proper amount of grain had to be established in each 
pan. The method previously used for graining - powdered sugar 
and air - left much to be desired . Several graining methods 'were 
attempted including: fondant and isopropyl alcohol, fondant and 
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Figure 2.-Instrument diagram for calandria pans. 

saturated liquid sugar, and finally milled seed. Gillett (2)2 has 
explained in detail the first two methods, but the latter method 
mentioned perhaps needs some explanation. The idea originated 
in the Ha"waiian Islands. It entails merely grinding two pounds 
of sugar with two liters of anhydrous isopropyl alcohol in a one 
gallon ball mill for twenty-four hours- hence the name milled 
seed. This mixture contains approximately 1.6 X 109 neuclei per 
milliliter which means that about 300 milliliters are required to 
seed a low raw pan or about 125 milliliters to seed an average 
white pan. Milled seed has the following advantages: 1. Is is a 
stable mixture. 2. It requires only a small quantity, 300 milli
liters, to seed a pan. 3. It gives approximately the same number 
of grain each time. 4. It permits a very simple seeding operation. 

The boiling procedure starts by taking a 400 cubic foot grain
ing charge of high green into a clean tight pan. The amount of 
graining charge is constant from pan to pan by the use of the 
level recorder. By using high green, the seed crystals grow very 
rapidly in the graining charge resulting in a finished pan in which 

2 Numbers in parentheses refer to references . 
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the crystals are of maximum size. As soon as the charge is pulled 
into the pan, the agitator is started and the steam is turned on. 
The charge is boiled down until the boiling point rise reads go C. 
This supersaturation point can be observed through the pan 
microscope by putting a few coarse crystals in the graining charge 
just prior to the time when saturation is reached and noting 
when the crystals just develop sharp edges. 

At this point th e pan is seeded with 275 to 300 milliliters of 
milled seed (See Figure 3) and th en as soon as the crystals take 
distinct shape as observed through th e pan microscope (BPR 
11 ° C), the steam valve to the calandria is turned back to Yi2 

Figure 3.-Photographs of cr ys tals as they appear through the pan 
microscope. Upper left-crystals at seeding time, upper right-crystals 
when steam rate is reduced, center left-crystals when feed is started, center 
right-crystals when pans are split. lower left-crystals when feed is shut 
off. lower right-crystals when pan is brixed. 
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now are allowed to unmolested 
for minutes until the 
'fhis the nllcroscope as 
when tbe distance between 
this time the feed of intermediate is started and the steam 
is turned back on the calandria. pan r is controlled 
the load Oll the tor motor operal the feed valve. 'Vhen 
the massecuite re:lches 1000 ell teet, halt ()f it is ((ra,\\'11 
iDlO a second similar pan. The pan which is lL',ed lor 
is fed at a fast e\'apo\,at rate while the other pan is takell 

The obvious reason for this is to balance the 

\Vhen the final pan volume is the feed is shut ()Il 
and the pan Brixed to lht' nired RDS as indicated hy the 
motor load. B()th pallS are at a COllstant al)soiure pressure 
or lour inches of mercury alld the tillle is 

dOWIl. 

pall. TillS method of 
circulation while the pan is held at a slm\ 

The of this is to 'establish 
sl 

gram 
the pall 

aud I 
area nc('c~sary to take lllOre sucrose in of feed liquor. 

Table I.-Table slHndng n:suhs of to\-" n.i\\ boiling program. 
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a practical method lor wet screenillg rile low raw 
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camera. '1 allCl 
the su~ar boilers and 

A table sh()win~ the i\IA and CV of lh~' low ra\\' sll~ar can 
best demonstrate the !l~t' of this control. .\ special 

was employed the sugar boil "'ork mainly to 
Hill the un the lOll' raw sugar for awl C\'. The 
results are SIIO\\,11 in lable 2 for tl1(' 

table has tile ts or one 
week's It interest that 

,vIA went (\own awl ( up, 
the massecuite hardel to Trws(' low 

!\fA's were caused by to the former su~al' h()ilin~ 
A return tc; the boilin~ )('edure corrected 

trouhle as evidenced \JA of.n on the 2:lrd o[ 
October. 

From all the success of this Jllethod o( hoil IS 

use of a and 
In hie. 

This indicates that the sugar crystals 
sugar from the mother liqllOl' to act.l1ally lower the snpCl'
saturation. 'Vhen the BPR srarts clown, more r m nst he lllack 
available for in the form of feed . ]n actnal 

more of the width may altaint'd in 
before any is added to the pan. 'With 

the of the tillle 
the molasses as 

Results 

'The standard increased the lVIA on the lIm' 
raw sugar to as '1;) and an avera,l';e of ahout .0 I I :). At 
the start of the the \L\ 'was about .00,")0. The 
( 

to 4 tons per rend 
equipment. The of tht' low raw sugar from n.'Ll 
to 04.G. ThEse crystals and sugar permitted 
the aHinatiol1 of tbe low raw sugar to its return via 
the aflinator to the white pan. 
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Conclusion 

A sug-ar hoiling program of 
niques and standard . and 
better pan instrumentation and 
I increaslI1g the . 
mellt, '!. 
ducing a quality sugar that is 
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